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About This Game

Galaxy squad is turn-based tactical roguelike, in which you are leading a squad of mercenaries through randomly generated
galaxy with different events.

The game combines node-based exploration with random events, similar to games like FTL or Renowned Explorers, with
hardcore tactical battles, inspired by XCOM series. All your characters are randomly generated, and you can evolve them

however you want, creating ultimate crew.

FEATURES:

Explore different planets and systems, fight huge amounts of enemies

Upgrade your ship and use it's system in events or in battles

Explore space stations, find quests

Powerful story campaign system, involving your characters and branching storylines

Upgrade your equipment with different modifications and find rare loot
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Easy or Moderate Puzzles, fun to play afterall. For £3 I still think its over priced. Everything is just painful. From choosing 6 of
20 champions/heros/characters with nothing but hit points and action point numbers to go on (is this a mage? a healer? a tank? a
melee damage? a support? what abilities do they have?) to the tutorial (where minimal stuff is covered) to the controls which are
clunky, and ill designed. I have paid my money, played my 2hrs, and will now promptly uninstall.. People are saying this game is
terrible and a waste of money, but in reality it is a pretty good port of Risk. It's got a multyplayer hotseat mode for playing with
you family or friends (not advised), or you could just play against computer players of varying difficulty. Animations are
smooth and pleasant, and the game is an overall good experience. I would like to see a LAN local coop mode, but hey, what do
expect from a $10 game from 2011?. You only kill people... Nothing else. I'm kinda disappointed in myself knowing I just
bought an un-downloadable stream. C'mon guys, that's bullsh*t and you know it.. A hard and complicated game!

Out of frustration I've thrown one of my mixes against the wall, was a bit loss in money lol!

Would love to see this in VR one day, it be 10x as fun :)
. It's a pretty good game. Was able to get 100% achievements and story completed. Had to restart the game to get the last
achievement though, but it didn't take long to complete chapter 2 again.

I do have a few complaints, but nothing serious or worthy of deterring anyone from buying this game, especially during a sale.

Voice acting is ok, but could be a bit better in places. Subtitles are near impossible to read at times because it blends in with the
background too much. "Responsive" controls are terrible, I highly recommend just going with "normal" controls, otherwise,
you'll constantly fight with the camera angles which ruins the immersion. Graphics are pretty nice, though not very optimized
considering I was getting an average of 55fps on my 144hz monitor and high end custom gaming rig. I noticed I couldn't land in
trees, pole lines, I did manage to land on a fence though. Of course, you can land on the ground and on top of most structures.
Also, I did find it a bit disapointing that there was a lot of swearing (the word 5h*t was used a lot) in the game, had they
removed the swearing, it could have been a pleasant game for little kids too. There's probably a few other minor flaws, but I
won't spend more time writing this review than it took to complete the game.

Overall, for the price that I paid for it, no regrets at all.

For the record, I played with a Logitech F710 gamepad and it detected and worked without any issues.. I need friends to play
this I die to much
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Thanks for a great game! My five-year-old just loved it and we played through it together with me helping on some of the more
difficult puzzles. Wonderful graphics and good story. More please!. A train 9 is a fantastic game, don't let the price put you off
as this game is so absorbing you will certainly get your money's worth. First off this game is pretty hard-core, and reading the
manual is essential. It's also worth remembering that it's a Japanese game originally and therefore not aimed at the Western
market so there are a few quirks which may take a while to master.

Once said quirks are mastered you may actually die of starvation as the "just one more thing" mentality really bites you once
you get the hang of this game. The graphics are beautiful especially when use the "train window" function or using a leisure
vehicle to drive around the city.

The game is incredibly deep with a multitude of side activities and all the micromanaging options that you could desire. The
game is very difficult. I originally had the German version of this game and it contained a lot of translation errors and was quite
buggy. I would certainly recommend getting Steam version as it is a lot more tidy. Expect to spend the first 20 hours of your
playtime failing miserably. However I can recommend some Youtube videos by the likes of Colonel Failure.

Don't go into this game expecting it to be like SimCity or Railway Empire. Expect a strange mash up of the two. Absolutely
brilliant.
. Owned and played the vita version. Pretty much the samething except UNCENSORED BBY!!!
Don't let mom or dad see you play this.

Otherwise pretty fun to play when you wanna take a break from other games.. Great little rage game, awesome to the price.
I got a little mad tho.
10/10

Would not play again.. Controls are bad. Sound is bad. Its just not that good of a game.. Warning: not sure if this game works on
Windows 10, can't get it to start messing about with compatibility settings etc.

Still reccomending as it was such a brilliant game when I played it from CD back when it first came out. As an RTS \/ tactical
combat game I'd give it only about 6\/10 , gamesplays not bad, but not smooth and not quite tripled A production values.

The outstanding qualities of this game are the old fashioned story telling, great music and voice acting, about half an hour of
excellent in game movies. The setting is medieval \/ high fantassy and you have one faction that seems to be perfectly pure and
good which makes a change from the shades of grey you get in most story telling these days.

Would buy and not be able to play again!. Great game, it has the rare combination of music, gameplay difficulty and aesthetics
that is hard to find in indie games.
. This game is worth buying just for the dialogue.
Also has fun and enjoyable gameplay.. I have no idea how this gama went through Greenlight, should have stopped at the red
light and ended there, it's glitchy, buggy, you can barely even see what's going on.. The Super EXP Up pretty much removes the
need to fight anything. You can beat a boss and level up enough to fight the next one. Combining this with Destroy Symbols and
Symbol Attack Gain makes the game become rather silly.
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